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SUMMARY 
·A survey is presented of the reduced gravity fluid management technology 
program sponsored by the NASA Lewis Research Center over the past 2 decades. 
The program yields experimental and analytical solutions of general reduced 
gravity fluid management problems with a few studies pointed specifically at 
the improvement of the Centaur vehicle. In-house experimental studies which 
use scale model propellant tanks are conducted in drop towers that provide up 
to 5 sec of reduced gravity test time. Recent experimental and numerical 
mode11ng efforts conducted to establish the dynamics associated with the 
separation of the Centaur vehicle from the Shuttle cargo bay are highlighted. 
The current focus of the fluid management technology program is on the 
development of experimentally verified analytical models which describe the 
fluid dynamic and thermodynamic processes associated with the on-orbit transfer 
of cryogenic liquids. A number of future space missions have been identified 
that will require or could benefit from this technology. A Shuttle attached 
reusable test bed, the Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility, is being designed 
to provide the experimental data necessary for the technology development 
effort. 
INTRODUCTION 
Approximately 25 yr ago Lewis initiated a research program intended to 
provide the technology base for the design and operation of fluid systems in 
the reduced gravity environment of space. The early emphasis of this program 
involved the use of small transparent tanks and the Lewis drop tower to 
exper1mentally study the behavior of liquid-vapor interfaces in response to 
changes in gravity level, disturbances, and liquid draining from the tank. 
Particular attention was placed on identifying dimensionless parameters which 
characterized the fluid phenomena observed and allowed the prediction of fluid 
behavior in full size spacecraft tankage (ref. 1). 
The Lewis reduced gravity fluid management program was subsequently 
enhanced by the construct jon of the Zero-Gravity Facility which 'ncreased the 
~va11able test time from 2.2 to 5.1 sec. The experimental program was expanded 
and included studies of liquid-vapor interface configuration, sloshing and 
settling in larger tank sizes and a variety of tank shapes. In addition, 
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liquid flow into tanks, the use of baffles to reduce liquid residuals during 
outflow, boiling, venting, bubble motion, the impingement of gas jets on liquid 
surfaces, and the axial-jet mixing of liquids were. experimentally examined. 
This in-house experimental program has been complimented over the years by 
contracted mathematical and numerical modeling studies of 10w~g fluid behavior. 
The current emphasis of the Lewis program is directed toward the develop-
ment of technology for the design of fluid management systems for in-space heat 
exchange, liquid acquisition, thermal control of cryogenic tankage, and fluid 
transfer. To achieve this goal the program has been expanded to include 
experimental apparatti flown in the Lewis Lear Jet aircraft which has been 
equipped to provide a near weightless environment for up to 20 sec. Also, a 
Shuttle attached reusable test bed, the Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility 
(CFMF), is being designed to provide the experimental data necessary for the 
development of in-space cryogenic liquid transfer technology. 
In May 1974, Lewis initiated a contract with General Dynamics Convair to 
perform a "Low-G Fluid Transfer Technology Study." The first task of this 
effort involved an extensive literature search, screening, and compilation of 
document summaries in the areas of low-g fluid behavior (ref. 2), cryogenic 
thermal control (ref. 3), and fluid management systems (ref. 4). Approximately 
40 percent of the documents summarized describe work either performed at or 
sponsored by Lewis. This paper presents a review of the Lewis reduced gravity 
fluid management program using these documents as a starting point. It is not 
intended to be an exhaustive review, but rather a broad treatment to acquaint 
the reader with the Lewis program and the general state-of-the-art. Many of 
the references cited contain extensive bibliographies with which particular 
subjects may be pursued in more detail. 
During the early 60's, the Centaur vehicle development effort was trans-
ferred to Lewis. In support of this project, experiments were conducted to 
assist in the improvement of the Centaur; specifically, studies of propellant 
sloshing, settling and draining in Centaur configuration tank models were 
undertaken. Also, the use of cryogenic propellants, liquid hydrogen and 
oxygen, in the Centaur vehicle triggered an interest in the improvement of 
thermal control systems both for the Centaur and for advanced chemical propul-
sion systems. Both in-house and contractual efforts were initiated to develop 
filament wound feed lines and tank supports, multi-layer insulation, shadow' 
. shields, lightweight vacuum jackets, and tank pressure control techniques. In 
addition, advanced fluid management system studies (ref. 5) were undertaken 
which may ultimately provide direction for future evolutionary improvements to 
the Centaur vehicle. 
The Centaur has recently been modified to make it compatible with the 
Shuttle for the launch of the Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft, as well as for 
other spacecraft missions. The separation of the Centaur from the Shuttle 
cargo bay may cause the Centaur propellants to move with a resulting effect on 
the Centaur motion and the reduction of clearance between the two vehicles. 
This liquid motion has been observed in scale model spheroidal oxygen tank 
tests conducted in the Lewis Zero-Gravity Facility. In addition, numerical 
modeling techniques have been employed to predict the liquid motion in both the 
scale model tank and the Centaur liquid oxygen tank. This paper will highlight 
this experimental and analytical effort as an example of the kind of in-space 
operations problem solutions the Lewis low-g fluid management program can 
provide. 
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS 
Both NASA and DOD mission models include spacecraft which will be boosted 
to orbit without fluids to minimize weight and optimize thermal performance. 
The required fluids will be separately transported to orbit and then must be 
transferred in the low-gravity environment of space. In other applications 
liquids will be periodically resupplied to extend the useful life of space 
experiments, satellites, and Space Station sUbsystems. 
Space Station auxiliary propulsion, electrical energy storage, life sup-
port, and thermal control subsystems are all potential users of resupplied 
liquids. In addition, the Space Station is anticipated to eventually have the 
capability to service Orbit Maneuvering Vehicles, satellites, and Orbit Trans-
fer Vehicles (OTVs), providing both cryogenic coolants and propellants. 
Potential military applications also include cryogenically fueled upper stages 
as well as space based weapon systems which may employ resupplied liquids as 
reactants, coolants, and propellants. These large future spacecraft will also 
require advanced technology thermal control systems primarily to accommodate 
the anticipated increase in ~lectr1ca1 power requirements and the corresponding 
need for improved heat transfer and heat rejection techniques. Advanced tech-
nology heat transfer and heat rejection techniques will yield significant 
benefits in the form of lighter, more co~pact spacecraft. 
The Johnson Space Center is currently sponsoring a program to develop the 
capability to resupply noncryogenic liquids in-space. Lewis is responsible for 
the development of advanced power and propulsion technology for future space 
applications. Consequently, the Lewis reduced gravity fluid management tech-
nology program is currently focused on thermal control system improvement and 
the resupply of the cryogenic liquids that will be required for future m1ss1ons 
such as the space-based OTV. Because of the un1que properties of helium, the 
Ames and Goddard Research Centers are respons1b1e for a parallel in-space 
liquid helium transfer technology development program. 
The orb1.t-to-orb1t payload transportat10n requirements are anticipated to 
grow with the evolution of the Space Station. On orb1t (Space Station) topp1ng 
of ground based Centaur propellant tanks can be used to increase satell1te/~ 
payload placement capab1l1ty. This method can be employed to replace cryogenic 
propellant bo1loff and/or to overcome Shuttle launch' weight restr1ct1ons. 
·Eventual1y, space-based reusable OTVs having h1gher energy capability will be 
required to meet the payload placement capability demands env1s1oned for the 
m1d-1990's time frame and beyond. 
The space-based OTV is an example of a weight critical spacecraft wh1ch 
benefits from relaxed structural requirements. In contrast to ground-based OTV 
concepts which must be designed to withstand the Shuttle mu1t1-g launch 
environment fully loaded with propellants, the space-based OTV can be trans-
ported to orbit empty and be structurally designed to withstand only the 
relatively low thrust imposed by its own engine system. A much lighter 
structural design results for the space-based OTV with a corresponding one to 
one increase in payload placement capability. The space-based OTV will also 
have a lighter, more efficient thermal control system due to the fact that 
fewer tank support struts.w111 be required and the insulation system needs to 
b.e designed only for the space environment. 
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Of potentially much greater impact is the projected operational cost 
savings associated with space-based OTV concepts. A large percentage of the 
anticipated operating cost for any space-based OTV concept is associated with 
the expense of transporting propellants to orbit (ref. 6). For ground-based 
vehicles, which are fully loaded with propellants prior to Shuttle ascent, the 
earth to orbit propellant transportation cost is the same as for any dedicated 
Shuttle payload. However, space-based OTVs are to be fueled at the Space 
Stat10n from cryogenic storage tanks which can be replenished on an 
as-ava1lable basis. The possibility exists for propellants to be at least 
part1ally supplied to the Space Station by scavenging unused propellants from 
the Shuttle external tank and main propulsion system (refs. 7 and 8). In 
addit10n, the transporting of propellants in Shuttle mounted tanks on a space-
and weight-ava1lable basis could greatly reduce the cost assoc1ated with 
operating the space-based OTV. 
LOW-G FLUID MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
Based on the review of. future NASA and 000 m1ss10n plans, 1n-space 
cryogen1c flu1d management technology requ1rements were grouped 1nto the three 
general categories of l1qu1d supply, l1qu1d transfer, and thermal control. The 
thermal control category was further subd1vided into the areas of cryogen1c 
liqu1d storage and heat transfer/reject10n. 
L1quid Supply 
Propuls1ve sett11ng. - Our1ng veh1cle maneuvers to prov1de propellant 
settling, large safety factors are generally app11ed to the select10n of 
sett11ng rocket thrust level and durat10n. Th1s operational ph1losophy y1elds 
correspondingly large settling rocket hardware and propellant weight penalties. 
Utiliz1ng an empirical analys1s and data obta1ned from a Lew1s drop-tower pro-
gram, Sumner (ref. 9) developed estimates of the m1n1mum veloc1ty 1ncrement 
requ1red to ach1eve l1qu1d sett11ng. The results of th1s study ind1cate that 
the we1ght penalt1es assoc1ated w1th propuls1ve sett11ng could be sign1ficantly 
reduced. However, addit10nal exper1mental ver1f1cation of the analysis should 
be undertaken pr10r to ut1l1zing th1s techn1que for veh1cle des1gn. 
Cap1llary acquis1t10n. - When propellant sett11ng is not practical, other 
methods must be considered for delivery of s1ngle-phase l1qu1d from a tank. 
The 1dea of us1ng the liqu1d retent10n character1st1cs of f1ne mesh screen 
materials to acqu1re liqu1ds in a reduced grav1ty environment was 1ntroduced 
1n the early 1960's. The f1rst use of screen mater1als for l1qu1d acqu1sition 
was to cover the propellant sump at the bottom of propuls1ve vehicle tanks. 
The liqu1d trapped in the sump was used to provide on-orbit engine restart 
capab1l1ty regardless of the bulk l1quid pos1t10n 1n the tank. Once the eng1ne 
ignited, the result1ng thrust settled the propellants ref1ll1ng the sump and 
allowing cont1nued engine fir1ng. This general class of l1qu1d pos1t10n1ng 
device is commonly referred to as a partial acquisition system or start basket. 
For applicat10ns that requ1re cont1nuous feed of l1qu1ds under reduced 
gravity cond1t10ns, it is-necessary to des1gn the liquid acqu1s1t10n dev1ce so 
that 1t contacts the l1qu1d bulk no matter where the l1qu1d is positioned 1n 
the tank. These acquis1tion devices generally cons1st of a complete screen 
liner or multiple channels, with screen on one face of the channel, which are 
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pos1t10ned c1rcumferent1ally 1ns1de the tank. Th1s general class of l1qu1d 
pos1t10n1ng dev1ce 1s commonly referred to as a total commun1cat10n system. 
Flu1d dynam1c analys1s and mode11ng techn1ques are well developed for 
cap1llary acqu1s1t10n dev1ces for storable propellants. Systems for cryogen1c 
l1qu1ds requ1re the same flu1d dynam1c analys1s; however, concern must also be 
g1ven to thermal effects s1nce cryogen1c l1qu1ds w1ll be stored near the1r 
b01l1ng p01nt. It may be necessary to av01d heat add1t10n to cap111ary 11qu1d 
acqu1s1t10n dev1ces 1n order to prevent vapor format10n and d1splacement of 
11qu1d. The explus10n eff1c1ency (res1dua1 determ1nat10n) and sens1t1v1ty to 
heat add1t10n of f1ne mesh screen 11qu1d acqu1s1t10n dev1ces des1gned for 
cryogen1c app11cat10ns needs to be estab11shed exper1menta1ly. 
L1qu1d expuls10n. - A pressure d1fferent1a1 1s requ1red to cause 11qu1d 
flow between two systems. Common techn1ques employed 1nvo1ve pressur1zat10n 
of the 11qu1d supply tank or the use of mechan1cal pumps. For cryogen1c 
systems some pressur1zat10n of the supply tank may be requ1red, even 1f pumps 
are employed, 1n order to preclude b01l1ng and subsequent outflow of two-phase 
f1u1d. 
Inert noncondens1b1e pressurant gases, such as he11um, are typ1cally 
employed for cryogen1csystems. However, for space app11cat10ns 1nvolv1ng 
tanks wh1ch w1ll be resupp11ed pr10r to be1ng completely dra1ned, a means for 
remov1ng the noncondens1b1e gas 1s requ1red 1n order to av01d over pressur1za-
t10n of the tank dur1ng ref1ll. Autogenous pressur1zat10n, us1ng stored l1qu1d 
wh1ch has been vapor1zed and poss1bly heated, would elm1nate th1s problem. 
S1nce the heat and mass transfer phenomena assoc1ated w1th e1ther he11um or 
autogenous pressur1zat10n 1s expected to be h1gh1y grav1tat10na1 dependent, 
1n-space exper1mentat10n 1s requ1red to estab11sh the quant1ty of pressurant 
requ1red and the 1mpact of pressur1zat10n on the thermodynam1c state of the 
outflow1ng 11qu1d. 
L1qu1d Transfer 
Several analyt1cal stud1es have been completed wh1ch spec1f1cally 
addressed the problem of reduced-grav1ty flu1d transfer w1th part1cular 
emphas1s on systems for manag1ng cryogen1c 11qu1ds. Reference 10 analyzed a 
"f1u1d dynam1c" f1ll1ng techn'que based on ma1nta1n1ng separat10n of the l1qu1d 
and vapor phases w1th1n the rece1ver tank dur1ng the ent1re f11l process. For 
th1s l1qu1d transfer techn1que, extremely low l1qu1d transfer flow rates are 
generally requ1red 1n order that the cap1llary stab1l1ty of the 11qu1d-vapor 
1nterface 1s ma1nta1ned. A low accelerat10n env1ronment to enhance phase sep-
arat10n could be prov1ded by atmospher1c drag, but only at re1at1vely low 
orb1tal alt1tudes, or by us1ng tethers between the Space Stat10n and a Space 
Veh1cle Serv1c1ng Fac11,ty (ref. 11). In contrast to the the "flu1d dynam1c" 
techn1que, references 12 and 13 present the analys1s of a "thermodynam1c" 
techn1que for the on-orb1t f11l1ng of rece1ver tanks. Th1s approach 1s based 
on the concept of alternately ch11l1ng and vent1ng cryogen1c tankage unt1l the 
rece1ver tank's cold enough that the tank can be f1lled w1thout vent1ng. 
Because the "thermodynam1c" l1qu1d transfer techn1que 1s ant1c1pated to be 
su1table for all 1dent1f1ed app11cat1ons, 1t was selected as the preferred 
~pproach and consequent focus of the Lew1s low-g flu1d management technology 
program. 
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Receiver tank ch1lldown. - When the tank to which cryogenic liquid is to 
be transferred is initially empty and warm, the first step in the procedure is 
to cool the tank down to an acceptable temperature for the transfer to begin. 
A small quantity of liquid cryogen is admitted to the previously evacuated 
tank. This charge is held in the tank allowing transfer of heat from the tank 
to the cryogenic fluid to take place. All of the cryogenic liquid will be 
vaporized and the resulting warm vapor is vented to space. This process may 
be repeated as necessary, depending on the initial temperature and thermal mass 
of the tank. The temperature to which the tank must be pre-chilled is 
determined by the fluid conditions that are desired to exist at the end of the 
subsequent no-vent fill process. If the transfer is started with the receiver 
tank at too high a temperature, the final pressure will be excessive or sig-
nificantly less than a full tank of liquid will result. In addition, a high 
tank temperature prior to the start of the liquid transfer will yield a higher 
temperature, lower density liquid in the receiver tank and a reduction in the 
mass of cryogenic liquid transferred. 
During the receiver tank ch11ldown several heat transfer processes will 
occur. Initially, the liquid will partially vaporize as it comes into equilib-
rium with the reduced pressure in the tank. The remaining liquid will tend to 
break into drops and spatter against the hot tank wall, being repelled by the 
vaporization th~t occurs during the brief period of contact. The drops of 
liquid moving through the tank will absorb heat from the vapor and will vapor-
ize as a result. Finally, vapor generated by the initial flashing and by sub-
sequent vaporization will exchange heat with the tank wall by free or forced 
convection and by conduction. These heat transfer processes are expected to 
be highly influenced by the gravitational environment and will also be governed 
by the fluid properties, liquid injection technique, tank wall temperature and 
tank size. 
Receiver tank no-vent fill. - Examination of the thermodynamics in the 
receiver tank during a no-vent fill liquid transfer process can be considered 
in two phases. The first phase, starting at the beginning of transfer, 
involves vaporization of part of the incoming liquid, or flashing. This occurs 
because the pressure in the tank is lower than the vapor pressure of the 
incoming liquid. During this phase, additional vaporization may occur if the 
walls and internal hardware have not been prech1lled to liquid temperature. 
Flashing of the liquid continues until the incoming liquid is in equilib-
rium with the tank pressure. At that point, the second phase begins. Contin-
ued inflow of liquid causes compression of the vapor, and the tank pressure 
will rise above the vapor pressure of the incoming liquid. As the pressure 
increases, vapor will begin to condense at the l1qtiid-vapor interface. When 
the receiver tank pressure reaches its specified maximum operating limit, 
further transfer into the tank can occur only as condensation of vapor makes 
room for more liquid. 
Condensation of vapor is the most important process in the no-vent fill 
procedure. The liquid-vapor interfacial area available for condensation as 
well as the rate at which condensation occurs at the interface will limit the 
rate at which transfer can proceed. During the highly transient no-vent fill 
operation, whenever the l1quid interface is at a temperature that is below the 
saturation temperature corresponding to the tank pressure, vapor will condense 
at the interface. However, this condensation deposits the heat of condensation 
into the interface layer, and quickly raises its temperature to the saturation 
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point. Further condensation is dependent on transfer of heat from the inter-
face into the bulk of the liquid. Consequently, to enhance this heat transfer, 
means for promoting mixing should be considered. 
Under reduced-gravity conditions the liquid-vapor interface conf1gurat10n 
is established primarily by surface tens10n forces. However, the interface 
position and area w111 also be influenced by the flow of 11qu1d 1nto the tank. 
The 1nterface area 1s expected to increase due to mixing induced generation of 
vapor bubbles w1th1n the liquid. The bubbles may not separate from the liquid 
or coalesce due to the lack of buoyancy. Consequently, determining the effec-
tiveness of mixing methods and the resulting prediction of condensation rates 
is expected to be more d1ff1cu1t than would be anticipated for earth based 
experiments. 
As the quant1ty of 11qu1d transferred 1ncreases, the volume of the vapor 
decreases, and as the tank approaches a nearly full condition the total inter-
facial area, regardless of the mixing mode, decreases. Therefore, it is possi-
ble that the rate of liquid transfer will be severely reduced as the tank 
becomes f111ed to approx1mate1y the 90 percent level. 
If on-the-wa11 or 1nterna1 Thermodynam1c Vent System (TVS) concepts (d1s-
cussed 1n the following "Thermal Contro1 i' sect10n) are used for pressure 
control of the receiver tank they could also be employed to aid in the conden-
sation of vapor during the no-vent fill operation. In addition, TVS designs 
for the supply tank may include prov1s10ns to cool the l'qu1d as it leaves the 
supply tank to improve the effect1veness of the receiver tank no-vent f111 
operat10n. 
Both the f1u1d dynam1c and the thermodynam1c processes assoc1ated w1th the 
transfer of cryogenic 11qu1ds are expected to be h1gh1y influenced by the 
gravitational environment. Consequently, development of on-orbit cryogen1c 
fluid transfer capability is dependent on obtaining data on the no-vent filling 
process in space. 
Thermal Control 
Cryogen1c 11qu1d storage. - Heat reaches cryogenic tanks through the tank 
insulation, the support system, the fluid lines attached to the tank and any 
other conduct10n paths such as 1nstrumentat10n lead w1res. Most of the thermal 
analysis is straightforward and based on adequate exper1menta1 data. An 
exception is heat transfer through th1ck multilayer insulation systems (MLI). 
The impact of the Shuttle launch env1ronment on thick MLI blanket performance 
and the degradat10n of MLI resu1t1ng from long-term exposure to the space 
env1ronment has not been determined. 
Most NASA l'qu'd propellant upper stages control tank pressure by periodic 
vent1ng. Th1s method of pressure control requ1res the use of sett11ng rockets 
to pos1t10n propellants pr10r to vent1ng to prevent the loss of 11qu1d. 
Settling rockets may also be requ1red for propellant acqu1s1t10n pr10r to 
eng1ne start. An approach for management of the effects of heat add1t10n to 
cryogen1c tankage wh1ch has potent1a11y much w1der app11cat10n 1s the use of 
the TVS concept. 
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In the TVS a small amount of the stored cryogenic liquid is sacrificially 
evaporated to offset the unavoidable heat addition to the tank. Cryogenic 
liquid is withdrawn from the tank and passed through a Joule-Thompson valve 
with a resultant pressure and temperature reduction. This cold two-phase fluid 
is then introduced into a heat exchanger where evaporation continues and heat 
absorption takes place before the resulting vapor is vented overboard. 
The heat exchanger is typically located either within the tankage insula-
tion (vapor cooled shield), inside the t~nk or on the tank wall. In the first 
option, most of the incoming heat is intercepted before it reaches the liquid 
contained in the tank. For the second option, the cryogenic liquid and vapor 
in the tank are the heat exchanger hot side fluid. This fluid is cooled during 
operation of the TVS, thus controlling the tank pressure. In the third option, 
both heat interception and energy removal from the stored cryogen is provided 
to control tank pressure. 
Flow of the cold side fluid in the TVS heat exchanger is not expected to 
be significantly affected by the gravitational environment, regardless of 
location, because the required tube size is small, leading to capillary 
dominated fluid flow phenomena. However, the 1n-the-tank heat exchanger option 
introduces the additional requirement of circulating the hot side fluid (i.e., 
the fluid in the tank) so that effective liquid cooling can take place. Fluid 
circulation experiments conducted in the Lewis Zero-Gravity Facility have 
established that the gravitational environment has a significant effect on the 
liquid motion (refs. 14 and 15). 
Heat transfer/rejection. - In many cases, heat transfer dealing with· 
propulsion applications involves two-phase flow phenomena. For instance, 
initially warm lines which cryogenic propellants travel through, require two-
phase flow heat transfer analysis. This situation can occur for several dif-
ferent space operations, including propellant transfer or resupply. Heat 
exchangers which use two-phase flow may also provide thermal control for space-
craft instruments subjected to the extreme temperatures of a space environment. 
Thermal control of the Space Station is another major application where 
two-phase heat transfer analyses will be helpful. In a two-phase coolant loop 
system, the cooling fluid vaporizes as it absorbs heat. This vapor then flows 
to condensers, where it returns to a liquid phase and continues through the 
. loop back to the heat sources. Such two-phase cooling loops could be main-
tained at specific pressures and temperatures in order to control the tempera-
ture and humidity of various Space Station modules. This is a more efficient 
method than the conventional liquid cooling systems, where the liquid coolant 
is heated from one temperature to another. . 
Although two-phase flow has been studied in a 1-g environment, much more 
work is needed to determine the effect gravity has on two-phase flow heat 
transfer. Past work has indicated three areas of two phase flow that appear 
to be sensitive to gravity: flow regime definition, pressure drop, and flow 
boiling heat transfer (ref. 16). Specific flow regimes, such as stratified 
flow, exist solely because of a gravity field. Thus, in a low gravity environ-
ment, it would be expected that this type of flow regime would change. As the 
flow regime changes, the pressure drop should also change. Preliminary work 
~hows this to be the case; however, additional data is required in order to 
better understand how gravity influences the heat transfer effects of two phase 
flow systems. 
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Space Station electrical power requirements are anticipated to eventually 
reach hundreds of kilowatts. Some planned military space systems may even 
require megawatts of electrical power. Associated with these high power 
requirements are equally demanding needs for waste thermal energy rejection. 
A unique space energy rejection concept, the ~1qu1d droplet radiator, has the 
potential of providing a significantly smaller and lighter thermal control 
system when compared with current state-of-the-art radiator designs. This 
advanced technology radiator concept involves the spraying of liquid drops 
through space where they are cooled by radiation. The liquid drops must then 
be collected and returned to the heat source; obviously introducing the 
requirement for new low-gravity fluid management technology. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH FACILITIES 
A large part of the research investigating zero-g fluid management prob-
lems has been, and is currently being, conducted at the Lewis Research Center. 
The Center has two drop facilities to produce low-gravity environments for 
short periods of time. One allows 2.2 sec of free-fall or zero~grav1ty time, 
while the other, called the Zero Gravity Facility, has a free-fall time of 
5.16 sec. Lewis personnel also use a Lear jet flying Kep1er1an tr~jector1es 
as another method of collecting low gravity data. In addition to these 
in-house facilities, Lewis is responsible for the development of the CFMF, a 
shuttle attached reusable test bed for studying on-orbit cryogenic liquid 
transfer. 
2.2 Sec Drop Tower 
This facility (f1g."l) provides a usable drop distance of 26 m. By 
allowing an experimental package to free-fall this distance, approximately 
2.2 sec of drop time or zero gravity time is available. An experiment is a 
completely self-contained unit and is enclosed inside a drag shield during the 
drop. Figure 1 illustrates a drag shield assembly in a predrop position at the 
top of the tower. A typical experimental package is shown in figure 2(a) prior 
to enclosing it in the drag shield (fig. 2(b». Allowing the experiment pack-
age to fall inside this shield reduces air drag on the package to less than 
10-5 g. During the drop, the experiment and drag shield fall simultaneously 
but are independent of each other. Thus, the experiment falls freely with no 
guides or electrical wires connected to it. 
Prior to dropping an experiment, the package is balanced about its verti-
cal axis to ensure an accurate drop trajectory. The entire drop package (the 
experiment placed inside the drag shield) is then supported at the top of the 
tower with a wire that is fixed to the drag shield assembly. Initiation of 
free-fall is accomplished by pressurization of an air cylinder that forces a 
knife edge into the support wire causing the wire to fail. The drop package 
decelerates during the penetration of deceleration spikes (attached to the 
bottom of the drag shield) in a sandbox at the bottom of the tower. From the 
sandbox, the package is recovered and returned to ground level. Due to this 
simple operation, turnaround time in this facility is short, and, 6 to 8 drops 
per day are possible. 
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Zero-Grav1ty Fac111ty 
The Zero Grav1ty Fac111ty (f1g. 3) cons1sts of a concrete-11ned 8.1 m 
d1ameter shaft that extends 155 m below ground level. A steel vacuum chamber, 
6.1 m 1n d1ameter and 142 m h1gh, 1s conta1ned w1th1n the concrete shaft. By 
ut111z1ng the lew1s w1nd tunnel exhaust system 1n ser1es w1th vacuum pumps 
located 1n the fac111ty, the pressure 1n the vacuum chamber 1s reduced to 13.3 
N/m2 (1.3x10-4 atm). Dropp1ng a veh1c1e from the top of th1s chamber 
results 1n approx1mate1y 5 sec of free-fall t1me. 
As 1n the case w1th the 2.2 sec drop tower, the veh1c1e falls with no 
guides or e1ectr1ca1 11nes connected to 1t. Un11ke the smaller tower, however, 
the package falls in an evacuated environment, and therefore, a drag shield is 
not required. The residual air that is left in the drop chamber after pumpdown 
does produce a very low drag on the package; but this force results in an 
equ1va1ent acceleration act1ng on the vehicle which 1s estimated to be no 
greater than 10-5 g. 
A typical test vehicle. (fig. 4) consists of a cylindrical body where the 
experiment assembly, direct-current power and control systems are housed. 
Aga1n, s1m11ar to the smaller drop tower, the entire experimental package is 
balanced about the vertical ax1s pr10r to a drop. After preparat10n of the 
exper1ment 1s complete, the test vehicle 1s suspended at the top of the vacuum 
chamber by a support shaft (connected to the cy11ndr1ca1 sect10n of the 
vehicle) on a h1nge plate assembly. Once chamber pumpdown 1s completed, the 
veh1c1e is released by pneumatically shear1ng a bolt that holds the hinged 
plate 1n a closed pos1t10n. Following the free-fall period, the vehicle is 
decelerated at the bottom of the chamber 1n a cart filled with small pellets 
of expanded polystyrene. After the drop, the vacuum chamber 1s vented to the 
atmosphere and the exper1ment 1s returned to ground level. 
S1nce the operat10n of th1s fac1l1ty 1s more complex than the smaller 
tower due to the required vacuum env1ronment, only 1 or 2 drops can be made per 
day. Consequently, the Zero Gravity Fac111ty is used only when the additional 
free-fall time is critical for a successful exper1ment. 
lear Jet A1rcraft 
The lear jet is a small passenger jet capable of flying a parabo11c tra-
jectory between 3.4 and 5.5 km (11 000 and 18 000 ft (f1g. 5». The a1rcraft 
passenger compartment has been modified to allow 1~sta11at10n of low-gravity 
fluid management experiment packages. The scientist or engineer responsible 
for the exper1menta1 program can also fly 1n the aircraft, thus prov1d1ng real 
t1me control of the experiment and observation of the experimental results. 
Instrumentation developed by lew1s personnel a1ds the pilots in flying the 
required Kep1er1an trajector1es which provide test intervals up to 20 sec at 
gravitational levels of approximately 10-2 g. Multiple Kep1er1an trajector-
1es may be flown, prov1d1ng up to 6 data points per flight. 
Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility 
NASA committees, composed of representat1ves from each field center with 
an interest 1n low-gravity fluid management, have periodically reviewed the 
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Lewis program and aided in the formulation of a plan for the acquisition of the 
required technology. The variety of cryogenic liquid technology requirements 
that were identified led to the recommendation that a complete transfer system 
should be employed to provide the experimental data. Because the fluid dynamic 
and thermodynamic processes associated with the orbital transfer of cryogenic 
liquids are expected to be highly dependent on the acceleration environment, 
Shuttle attached experimental transfer systems were conceptually designed 
(refs. 17 and 18). Based both on anticipated technological return and funding 
availability, the Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility (CFMF) concept (ref. 19) 
was selected for subsequent development. 
The preliminary design and mission planning for three flights of the CFMF 
have been completed by Martin Marietta' Denver Aerospace under contract to 
Lewis. The CFMF is a Shuttle attached reusable test bed which consists of six 
major elements: (1) a cryogenic liquid storage and supply system, (2) the 
fluid transfer line and receiver tank, (3) both hydrogen and helium pressuriza-
tion systems, (4) plumbing to provide cryogen loading, dumping and venting 
capability, (5) a facility control and data acquisition system, and (6) the 
supporting str4cture includ~ng a subpallet which is attached to a Spacelab 
pallet for mounting the CFMF in the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay (fig. 6). 
Liquid hydrogen has been selected as the CFMF experimental fluid for 
several reasons: (1) its prominent planned use for future NASA and DOD mis-
sions, (2) it presents challenging in-space fluid management requirements due 
to its low temperature, density and surface tension properties, and (3) tech-
nology developed with liquid hydrogen should be applicable to all other cryo-
gens planned for extensive use in space with the exception of liquid helium 
which has unique fluid and thermal properties. Each flight of the CFMF will 
employ common hardware with the exception of interchangeable receiver tanks 
thus allowing parametric investigation of the primary technology requirement, 
the on-orbit transfer of cryogenic liquids. 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT STATUS 
Liquid Supply 
The obvious starting point for any study of orbital liquid supply systems 
is an understanding of low-g fluid behavior. The low-g fluid behavior tech-
nology area is adequately summarized in reference 2 with the exception of the 
mathematical and computational work of Dr. Paul Concus. These studies provided 
an analytical prediction of liquid-vapor interface configuration (ref. 20) and 
stability (ref. 21). Also developed was a software package for calculating 
axisymmetric liquid-vapor interface configuration as a function of container 
shape and acceleration environment (ref. 22). 
A key objective of the liquid supply portion of the Lewis fluid management 
program is to develop the technology necessary for acquisition or positioning 
of liquid and vapor within a tank in reduced gravity to enable liquid outflow 
or vapor venting. Liquid acquisition techniques can be divided into two 
general categories: (1) Active liquid acquisition by the creation of a pos-
itive acceleration environment resulting from the propulsive thrust of small 
~ocket engines, and (2) Passive liquid acquisition utilizing the liquid capil-
lary forces provided by using solid baffles (refs. 23 and 24) or liquid traps 
made of fine mesh screen material. 
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Propulsive settling. - Most NASA liquid propellant upper stages have used 
or are using settling rockets to position propellants prior to venting or main 
engine start. The criteria for sizing the settling rockets was based on early 
drop tower programs that studied liquid-vapor interface stability and liquid 
settling phenomena (refs. 25 and 26). Reference 26 established that liquid 
rebounding or geyser1ng and liquid circulation can occur during the settling 
process causing very low rates of liquid collection. A later experimental 
program (ref. 27) using scale model Centaur tanks simulated the real vehicle 
acceleration environment and established liquid settling times as a function 
of the tank fill level. A numerical code utilizing the marker and cell tech-
niques (ref. 28) has been developed to simulate settling of propellants by both 
intermittent thrust and continuous thrust in the Centaur vehicle. utilizing 
an existing emp1r1~a1 analysis and employing data obtained from ea~l1er Lewis 
drop-tower programs, Sumner (ref. 9) developed estimates of the minimum veloc-
ity increment required to achieve liquid reorientation. The results of this 
study indicate that significant reductions in the weight penalties associated 
with propulsive settling could be realized by optimizing settling system 
design. A Shuttle mid-deck or Space1ab experiment, which would generate the 
data necessary to verify th1s analysis, has been conceptually designed 
(ref. 29). 
Capillary acquisition. - The idea of using the liquid retaining property 
of fine mesh screen materials to position liquids in a reduced gravity environ-
ment was introduced in the early 1960's. The first use of screen materials for 
liquid acquisition was to cover the propellant sump at the bottom of propulsive 
vehicle tanks. The liquid trapped in the sump was used to provide on-orbit 
engine restart capability regardless of the bulk liquid position in the tank. 
Although screened sumps performed their intended function flawlessly, a general 
lack of design information existed for more complicated liquid acquisition 
device geometries. During the early 1970's Lewis initiated a program to 
establish fine mesh screen-liquid interaction characteristics with emphasis on 
extending the available design information to include the cryogenic liquids 
hydrogen and oxygen. 
The liquid retention capability of fine mesh screen materials is experi-
mentally determined by measuring the resistance of the wetted screen to pen-
etration by vapor, commonly referred to as the screen bubble point. The screen 
bubble point is the pressure differential that must be applied across the 
. wetted screen material to cause vapor to penetrate into the liquid acquisition 
device and thus destroy its liquid retention capability. 
In order to successfully design fine mesh screen liquid acquisition 
systems, it is necessary to account for all the so~rces of pressure differen-
tial between the inside of the acquisition device and the surrounding vapor. 
The objective of this analytical accounting procedure is to insure that most 
of the liquid can be removed from the tank prior to penetration of the screen 
material by vapor bubbles. The pressure differential across the screen results 
from the sum of the hydrostatic head in the reduced gravity environment, the 
liquid flow losses within the screen acquisition device, the flow loss through 
the screen material, and from external sources; for example, pressure 
variations caused by vibration. 
. The first study in this area supported by Lewis established the bubble 
point and flow losses both parallel and perpendicular to a variety of fine 
mesh screen materials using liquid hydrogen as the test fluid (ref. 30). This 
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reference also conta1ns an extens1ve catalog of types and supp11ers of f1ne 
mesh screen mater1als. The program was later expanded to establish the effect 
of transient liquid flow, such as would result from opening and closing valves 
in the outlet lines, on the liquid retention characteristics of screen mate-
rials (ref. 31). The effect of vibration on the liquid retention character1s-
tics of screen materials was experimentally established as reported in 
reference 32. 
An interest. in the fluid dynamic phenomena associated with the refilling 
of start baskets following engine ign1tion led to both experimental (ref. 33) 
and analytical (ref. 34) studies of liquid jet impingement on screen materials. 
These two studies served as build1ng blocks for the experimental evaluat10n and 
analysis of the refilling of capillary devices with settled fluid (ref. 35). 
The interest in cryogenic propellants adds an additional consideration to 
start basket design. For cryogen1c liquids, heat addition to the propellant 
tank and ultimately to the liquid acquisition device is inevitable during pro-
longed orbital coast. Reference 36 presents the experimental results of a 
program wh1ch determined the degradat10n of the liquid hydrogen bubble point 
for a variety of screen materials and heat fluxes; very little bubble point 
degradation was. observed for heat fluxes up to 9.5 kW/m2 (3000 Btu/hr-ft2). 
However, these tests were conducted w1th the screen material in d1rect contact 
with the liqu1d bulk on one s1de~ start baskets designed for cryogenic liquids 
w111 often have portions of the screen surface of the device exposed to vapor 
on both sides. Since evaporation will take place from the screen surface, the 
ability of the screen material to stay wet by wicking liquid from those por-
tions of the device in contact with the liquid bulk becomes important. The 
wick1ng characteristics of screen materials (ref. 37) and multiple screens in 
combination with support materials (ref. 38) have been experimentally estab-
lished and analytically correlated. An analytical model that specifies the 
conditions needed to cause a flow of vapor through the wetted screens of a 
partial acquisition device has been developed (ref.39). Vapor flow into the 
acquisition dev1ce, to replace the evaporated liquid, must be accomplished 
without caus1ng screen dryout. Reference 39 also presents experimental results 
which verify the trends predicted by the analytical model. 
Study efforts intended to identify desirable modifications to the Centaur 
vehicle included analytical comparisons of propellant acquisition concepts . 
(ref. 40). The Centaur hydrogen peroxide settling system was compared with 
several passive liquid acquisition system concepts. Although the acquisition 
systems were specifically configured for the Centaur vehicle, it is the . 
author's contention that the general results of the study are applicable to any 
cryogenic upper stage of similar size. Specifically, the following conclusions 
were reached; (1) Start baskets are the most attractive passive liqu1d acqui-
sition system concept, (2) Start baskets become more attractive than propulsive 
settling when multiple eng1ne burns are required for a particular mission, and 
(3) The use of cooling coils on start baskets to prevent screen dry-out yields 
proh1b1t1ve weight penalties. Liquid evaporated from the screen surfaces of a 
start basket must be replenished by providing adequate liquid wicking paths. 
The currently planned third mission of the CFMF will incorporate a scale model 
OTV receiver tank containing a start basket, thus allowing evaluation of a 
fine mesh screen part1al ~1qu1d acquisit10n dev1ce. 
For app11cations that requ1re continuous feed of 11quids under reduced 
grav1ty conditions, it is necessary to design the 11quid acquis1tion device so 
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that 1t contacts the l1qu1d bulk no matter where the l1qu1d· 1s pos1t10ned 1n 
the tank. Trade stud1es were performed to evaluate alternate total commun1ca-
t10n system conf1gurat10ns wh1ch could be 1ntegrated w1th cryogen1c thermal 
control systems' (refs. 30 and 31). These stud1es led·to the select10n of two 
c1rcumferent1al screen-channels to provide l1qu1d acqu1sitionand a vapor-
cooled-sh1eld for thermal control. A more deta1led discuss10n of cryogenic 
thermal control systems appears 1n a follow1ng sect10n. 
Us1ng the screen-channel/vapor-cooled-sh1eld concept, the McDonnell 
Douglas Corporat10n performed a pre11minary des1gn of the Cryogen1c Fluid 
Management Exper1ment (ref. 41) wh1ch has subsequently been 1ntegrated into the 
CFMF concept (ref. 19) as the11quid hydrogen storage and· supply tank. Data 
w1ll be obta1ned dur1ng each mission to estab11sh the expuls10n eff1c1ency 
(liquid hydrogen residuals) of the supply tank fine mesh screen total l1quid 
acquisition device as a function of the liqu1d outflow rate and the heat flux 
to the storage tank. 
The "Low Thrust Chemical Orbit to Orbit Propulsion System Propellant , 
Management Study" (ref. 42).determined that a comb1nat10n of propuls1ve set~ 
t11ng pr10r to engine start and f1ne mesh screen bubble traps over the tank 
outlets was preferred for th1s app11cation. The bubble traps work to m1n1m1ze 
propellant res1duals 1n the low-g env1ronment that 1s assoc1ated with a low-
thrust veh1cle even when the main eng1nes are under full power. Th1s study 
considered the use of part1al and total commun1cat10n f1ne mesh screen liquid 
acquisit10n devices 1n add1tion to the selected approach and thus prov1des a 
good 1ntroduction to the analytical techniques available for comparing l1quid 
acqu1s1t10n concepts. 
L1qu1d Expuls10n. - Pressurant gas requirements for the expuls10n of 
l1qu1d oxygen and hydrogen propellants from high thrust vehicle tanks has been 
estab11shed exper1mentally (ref. 4). Simple thermodynamic models, wh1ch assume 
no heat and mass transfer between the pressurant gas and the propellant, prov~ 
ide very good correlations of the experimental data because the h1gh-genv1ron-
ment ma1nta1ns the pressurant/propellant separat10n and the l1qu1d outflow 
t1mes are relatively short. 
Transportat10n of orb1t-to-orbit l1quid propulsion systems in the Shuttle 
Orbiter cargo bay has led to the requirement for propellant dump capab1l1ty in 
. the event of a m1ssion abort (ref. 43). These propellant dump scenar10s 
1nvolve high l1qu1d outflow rates, but may be accomp11shed under orb1tal, low-g 
condit10ns. The low-g environment may cause thepressurant 1nlet to be covered 
w1th propellant. The normal-grav1ty exper1mental data presented in reference 
44 1nd1cates that the use of a submerged helium gas 1nject10n techn1que results 
1n less pressurant being required. Whether these normal-gravity results can 
be app11ed to the low-gravity situation is yet to be proven exper1mentally. 
The on-orbit transfer of cryogen1c liquids requ1res that the supply tank 
fluid expulsion take place in the low-g environment. In addition, the liquid 
flow rates are expected to be orders of magn1tude lower than the flow rates 
that are typical of chem1cal propuls10n systems. Consequently, the heat and 
mass transfer between the stored l1quid and pressurant gas 1s.expected to be 
appreciable and s1mple thermodynamic analys1s w1ll be 1nadequate. The CFMF 
will provide experimental data to estab11sh both he11um and hydrogen pressurant 




Over a period of many years, 'NASA has been producing the technology which 
will be necessary for the development of large orbit transfer vehicles and 
manned space platforms that would remain permanently in space. The need to 
periodically replenish the liquid supply systems on these vehicles and space-
craft led lewis, in the early 1970's, to include on-orbit fluid transfer as a 
part of the reduced gravity fluid management program. The specific objective 
of this portion of the program is to develop the technology to permit efficient 
transfer of liquids from a supply tanker to a receiver vehicle or spacecraft 
while in the reduced gravity environment of space. 
The "Low-G Fluid Transfer Technology study," (refs. 45 and 46) mentioned 
earlier, provided conceptual designs of supply tankers for the on-orbit fueling 
of an orbit transfer vehicle, the in-space resupply of another Shuttle Orbiter 
and the orbital resupply of a variety of spacecraft. These potential supply 
tanker designs were used to help identify technology gaps and system charac-
teristics critical to both cryogenic and noncryogenic on-orbit fluid transfer. 
The potential problem areas. identified included chilldown of cryogenic receiver 
tanks, filling of both cryogenic and noncryogenic receiver tanks without exces-
sive liquid loss or pres~ur~ rise, and the complete filling of fine mesh screen 
liquid acquisit~on devices. ' 
Tank draining. - Two experimental and analytical studies of reduced grav-
ity draining from cylindrical tanks were completed at Lewis in the late 1970's. 
The first of these studies (ref. 47) provides an analytical correlation of the 
experimental data which relates liquid residuals to the outflow rate and· 
acceleration environment for hemispherically bottomed tanks. The second study 
(ref. 48) presents experimental verification of an analytical technique which 
was developed to indicate how tank outlets should be shaped or contoured in 
order to minimize liquid residuals. The contouring analysis was applied to the 
design of tanks that could be used for the on-orbit fueling of a cryogenic 
orbit transfer vehicle. Another recent analytical and experimental study was 
conducted at lewis to establish minimum liquid hydrogen levels required to 
prevent vapor ingestion in the feed line when restarting the Centaur engines 
in ~pace (ref. 49). 
Several contractual efforts have been sponsored by lewis to develop numer-
ical techniques to study the reduced-gravity tank draining phenomena (refs. 50 
to 52). The last of these three studies resulted in the development of a two-
dimensional exportable computer program (NASA SOlA-VOF) utilizing the marker 
and cell technique to solve the Navier-Stokes equations with surface tension. 
This computer code has been installed on the Lewis'computer system. Excellent 
agreement between the experimental results of reference 47 and the analytical 
results of reference 52 has been achieved. Although the original capability 
of this reference 52 program was restricted to simulation of reduced-gravity 
tank draining phenomena, the basic analytical and computational method employed 
can be applied to a wide variety of fluid dynamic problems. Lewis is continu-
ing to support the further development of the SOLA computer codes via an 
interagency agreement with the DOE Los Alamos National Laboratory. The result-
ing improved numerical modeling capability will include cur~ed boundaries, 
better treatment of the ljquid-vapor-container interfaces, complex internal 
tank geometries including screen baffles, and three-dimensional nonaxisymetric 
fluid flow situations. 
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Receiver tank filling. - The studies of bare receiver tank filling 
mentioned earlier (refs. 10 and 12), included analysis of the on-orbit filling 
process for tanks containing fine mesh screen total communication liquid 
acquisition devices. These two parallel studies employed different analytical 
approaches based on the "fluid dynamic" technique (ref. 10) and the "thermo-
dynamic" technique (ref. 12) for the on-orbit filling of receiver tanks. The 
"thermodynamic" technique includes pressurization following tank filling to 
subcoo1 the bulk liquid and condense any vapor bubbles trapped in the fine mesh 
screen liquid acquisition device. Once again, these two studies led to the 
conclusion that the "thermodynamic" approach to the on-orbit filling of any 
receiver tank was the preferred technique, especially for cryogenic liquid 
systems. 
Both the fluid motion and the thermodynamic processes associated with the 
transfer of cryogenic liquids are expected to be highly influenced by the 
gravitational environment. Because several future space missions will require 
cryogenic liquid resupply, the current focus of the lewis fluid management 
technology program is on the development of experimentally verified analytical 
models which describe the liquid transfer process. The experimental time 
required for this type of investigation greatly exceeds any ground based facil-
ity capability .. Consequently, development of on-orbit cryogenic fluid transfer 
capability is dependent on obtaining data in space. The CFMF development 
activity is intended to provide this low-g experimentation capability. 
The currently planned experimental hardware for the initial mission of the 
CFMF includes a spherical, vacuum jacketed, 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) liquid hydro-
gen storage tank and a 0.37 m3 (13 ft3) receiver tank. The cryogenic 
storage tank assembly, which will provide approximately 41 kg (90 lb) of liquid 
hydrogen for the experimentation, incorporates: (1) a vacuum jacket, multi-
layer insulation and a vapor cooled shield thermodynamic vent system for 
thermal control, (2) a fine mesh screen total communication device for liquid 
acquisition and (3) both helium and hydrogen (autogenous) pressurization cap-
ability. The receiver tank is a scale model OTV liquid hydrogen propellant 
tank which employs two on-the-wall thermodynamic vent systems for pressure 
control. Two liquid hydrogen injection or spray systems are contained within 
the receiver tank to facilitate the ch1lldown and filling operation: (1) a set 
of four tangential spray nozzles mounted on the girth rings which separate the 
barrel section from the end domes of the tank and (2) a combined ring and . 
central spiral tube which has multiple holes to provide small axial and radial 
liquid jets. 
The highest priority technology objectives for the first CFMFmission are: 
(1) receiver tank ch111down, (2) no-vent fill of an empty receiver tank, (3) 
refill of a partially full supply tank and (4) refill of a partially full 
receiver tank. The planning and preliminary hardware design for two additional 
CFMF missions has been completed. The primary technology requirements 
addressed by these missions parallel the first mission with the emphasis on 
providing additional parametric data on the in-space transfer of cryogenic 
liquids (ref. 53). This objective will be achieved by replacing the mission 
one receiver tank with: (1) a larger tank and (2) a tank which contains a 
partial acquisition device. This approach provides parametric variation of 
both receiver tank size and mass, the two key variables identified by the 
analytical modeling effort. 
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A computer code, the Cryogen1c System Analys1s Code (CSAM), 1s be1ng 
developed to prov1de pred1ct1vecapab1l1ty for the performance of the CFMF as 
well as for full scale spacecraft employ1ng cryogen1c l1qu1ds. CSAM def1nes 
cryogen1c liquid storage and transfer systems by a conductor/node network. It 
1ncludes a trans1ent heat transfer network analys1s, internal tank flu1d 
dynamics and a heat exchanger routine which can simulate thermodynamic vent 
systems~ Events and boundary cond1t1ons are programmable, perm1tt1ng s1mula-
t10n of an ent1re m1ss10n~ CSAM is useful 1n mode11ng many of the flu1d 
management systems of interest, with the current focus on the analysis of 
rece1ver tank ch1lldown and no-vent fill flu1d transfer processes. 
Thermal Control 
This port1on of the Lew1s fluid management program has as its objective 
the development of the.required technology for the eff1c1ent design of thermal 
control systems for in-space app11cations. In the past, Lew1s was involved in 
the development and evaluation of cryogenic tankage insulation systems. The 
current program is primarily concerned with developing advanced heat exchanger 
and thermodynamic vent system technology. 
Cryogenic liquid storage. - Multilayer insulation (MLI) systems composed 
of alternate layers of reflective foil and low conductivity spacer material 
have proven to be highly effective in minimizing heat addition to cryogenic 
tankage in the high vacuum environment of space. Reference 54 provides a com-
parison of three "Reusable Insulation Systems for Cryogenic Earth-Ba!ed Space 
Vehicles." The two MLI systems included in the comparison had significantly 
better thermal performance and lower weight than the m1crosphere system that 
was also evaluated. The MLI system tested at Lewis initially had a slightly 
greater effective thermal conductivity than the other MLI system, but showed 
significantly less degradation due to thermal cycling. . 
A Lewis managed study entitled "Evaluation of Propellant Tank Insulation 
Concepts for Low-Thrust Chemical Propulsion Systems" (ref. 55) has indicated 
significant advantages for a combined MLI/foam concept. Any Shuttle trans-
ported cyrogenic tankage will likely benefit from this combined insulation 
system concept since tankage weight and volume, as compared to an all MLI 
system, are reduced for the same quantity of cryogenic liquid delivered to low-
earth-orbit. 
Another recently completed study (refs. 56 and 57) was conducted to 
identify and plan the technology improvements needed to enable large quantities 
of cryogenic liquids to be stored in space for per10ds up to seven years. The 
NASA Lewis and Marshall field centers are currently supporting parallel con-
tracted studies which will provide definition of Space Station technology 
development missions to demonstrate long term cryogenic storage system 
performance. 
The simplest technique for controlling cryogenic tank pressure is to 
install a vent line in the top of the tank and bleed off vapor as required. 
Reference 58 presents the results obtained from a venting study conducted in 
the Lewis Zero-Gravity Facility where only capillary forces were available for 
positioning the liquid in the bottom of the tank. As the tank pressure 
decreased boiling took place in the bulk liquid region with the resulting 
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vapor bubbles expanding and pushing the liquid toward the vent. Ultimately, 
the undesirable condition of dumping liquid would result. 
For propulsive vehicles like the Centaur, the same settling rockets that 
are used to acquire propellants for on-orbit engine restart can be used to 
position the propellants prior to venting. This technique has the disadvantage 
of utilizing settling rocket propellant for each vent cycle, thus reducing the 
veh1cle's payload placement capability. Efforts to improve the performance of 
propulsive stages has introduced the concept of the internal thermodynamic vent 
system (TVS), as previously discussed in the "Low-G Fluid Management Technology 
Requ1rements" section. TVS concepts are particularly attractive when cryogenic 
payloads for the Space Shuttle are considered. Under many normal operating 
conditions and all abort modes, payload requirements cannot dictate Shuttle 
operations so settling to relieve tank pressure would be impossible. The Cen-
taur in Shuttle will utilize an 1n-the-tank TVS to control the liquid hydrogen 
tank pressure. 
Techniques for designing 1n-the-tank TVS have not been verified experi-
mentally in-space. Specifically, the design of the required mixer is strongly 
influenced by the acceleration-dependent fluid dynamics necessary to mix the 
tank contents in a predictable manner. The difference between normal-gravity 
and weightlessness will influence not only the liquid-vapor configuration 
before mixing, but also the liquid momentum or velocity required to establish 
the desired liquid flow pattern and degree of mixing. Based on zero-gravity 
experimental work (refs. 14, 15, and 59) conducted at Lewis, axial liquid jets 
were selected as the preferred techn1ue for providing the desired fluid mixing. 
The experimental program was continued (ref. 60) by examining the liquid 
flow patterns that resulted when an axial liquid jet was used to mix the con-
tents of partially filled spherical, cylindrical and Centaur scale model 
hydrogen tanks under reduced-gravity conditions. Acceleration levels were 
chosen which simulated the atmospheric drag that would exist on a full-scale 
propellant tank in low Earth orbit. Four distinct liquid flow patterns were 
observed: dissipation of the liquid jet in the bulk-liquid region, geyser 
formation, liquid collection at the end of the tank oPPosite the jet outlet, 
and complete circulation of the liquid along the tank walls. Dimensionless 
parameters were developed that characterized the liquid flow patterns and the 
bulk-liquid mixing phenomena. 
Computational modeling of axial-jet induced mixing of liquids under low-
gravity conditions has been accomplished (ref. 61). The SOLA-ECLIPSE computer 
code, a derivative of the NASA-SOLA-VOF code (ref. 52), provides ptediction of 
the axial-jet induced bulk liquid velocity fields which compare favorably with 
the available scale model experimental data presented in reference 60. Com-
putational analysis of a full scale liquid hydrogen tank for a typical OTV is 
presented in reference 61 with the conclusion that coupling an axial mixing jet 
with a TVS appears to be a viable concept for the control of tank pressure. 
Further development of the SOLA-ECLIPSE computer code is continuing with the 
objective of providing temperature gradient and pressure prediction capability 
in addition to the fluid motion analysis now available. 
Liquid thermal conditioning. - Chemical propulsion systems which utilize 
cryogenic propellants generally require that the liquids be subcooled prior to 
introduction into the engine feed system. This liquid subcooling, typically 
provided by pressurizing the propellant tanks, is required in order to preclude 
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cav1tat10n 1n the eng1ne pumps. However, 11qu1d subcoo11ng could also be 
prov1ded by coo11ng the propellants w1th heat exchanger systems that ut111ze 
the same techn1Que as thermodyna~1c~ent systems; the sacr1f1c1al evaporat10n 
of a small amount of propellants to prov1de the requ1red coo11ng. Propellant 
subcooler conceptual des1gn stud1es have been completed for both the Centaur 
veh1cle (ref. 40) and low thrust chem1cal propuls10n orb1t transfer veh1cles 
(ref. 43). Both of these study efforts 1nd1cated small advantages, 1n terms 
of 1ncreased veh1cle payload placement capab111ty, for,the subcooler heat 
exchanger concept when compared to typ1cal he11um pressur1zat10n systems. 
However, no work to develop subcooler heat exchanger technology 1s currently 
be1ng supported by NASA. 
The f1111ng or ref1111ng of a cryogen1c tank 1s expected to be h1ghly 
1nfluenced by the temperature of the 11qu1d enter1ng the tank. The temperature 
of the 1nflow1ng 11qu1d w111 be pr1mar11y determ1ned by the storage cond1t10ns 
at the 11qu1d source. However, the 11qu1d temperature w111 also be 1nfluenced 
by the pressur1zat10n techn1Que employed, the heat absorbed 1n the transfer 
11ne between the two tanks and any 11Qu1d coo11ng that may be prov1ded. 
Both CFHF m1ss10n one tanks w111 have thermodynam1c vent systems 1ntended 
to ma1nta1nthe 11qu1d hydrogen exper1mental flu1d saturated at 30 ps1a pr10r 
to any transfer operat10n. Pressur1zat10n of the 11qu1d source tank to 40 or 
50 ps1a w111 be accomp11shed pr10r to the 1n1t1at10n of all ch111down, f1111ng 
and ref1111ng operat10ns. The transfer 11ne w111 be well 1nsulated so that 
heat add1t10n to the flow1ng cryogen1c 11qu1d w111 be neg11g1ble. 
The CFHF supply tank TVS, although prev10usly descr1bed as a vapor cooled 
sh1eld, 1s actually a un1que des1gn. The TVS cons1sts of two flow legs and 
mult1ple heat exchangers; one leg 1s des1gned to operate cont1nuously and 
absorb the major1ty of the projected system heat flux wh11e the second has 
approx1mately tw1ce the coo11ng capac1ty of the f1rst and 1s des1gned to oper-
ate on-demand based on tank pressure. The cold flu1d for both TVS legs 1s 
f1rst used to cool the outlet reg10n of the supply tank to ensure that no heat 
reaches the 11qu1d acqu1s1t10n dev1ce where 1t could cause vapor format10n. 
The number one TVS flow 1s routed from an outlet coo11ng man1fold to the vapor 
cooled sh1eld. The number two TVS flow 1s routed through a heat exchanger 
mounted d1rectly on the outs1de of the supply tank wall and then to the vapor 
cooled sh1eld. Dur1ng the rece1ver tank ref1111ng operat10n both supply tank 
heat exchangers w111 be act1vated to exper1mentally evaluate the1r effect on 
the temperature of the 11qu1d leav1ng the supply tank. 
Heat transfer. - Two phase flu1d flow heat transfer depends strongly on 
the grav1tat10nal env1ronment and the result1ng flti1d flow reg1me. References 
16 and 29 present summar1es of the current status of technology development 1n 
th1s area. Very 11ttle 10w-grav1ty exper1mental data ex1sts for two phase 
flu1d flow phenomena. Consequently, Lew1s 1s presently conduct1ng 1n-house 
exper1mental work 1n order to ver1fy theoret1cal models under development wh1ch 
pred1ct flow reg1mes 1n a low grav1ty env1ronment. The theoret1cal mode11ng 
1s currently be1ng completed through grant work that 1s managed from Lew1s. 
Pre11m1nary tests have been completed 1n the 2.2 sec drop tower and analys1s 
of the data 1s 1n progress. Th1s data 1ncludes 1nformat10non the flow reg1me 
and the pressure drop. A.Lear jet exper1ment 1s also be1ng fabr1cated and 1s 
$cheduled to fly 1n 1986. 
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Heat rejection. - Work is cu~rent1y proceeding in the "Lewis Zero-Gravity 
Facility in support of the liquid droplet radiator concept (fig. 7). This work 
involves an experimental investigation with the objective of determining the 
technology needed to produce uniform droplets in zero-gravity, spraying these 
droplets through space in a straight trajectory, and collecting the droplets 
after they have traveled some distance. Fabrication of the experimental hard-
ware required to perform this investigation is nearly complete, with testing 
to be initiated early in 1986. 
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR SEPARATION DYNAMICS 
During the past year, concern has arisen over the dynamics associated with 
separation of the Centaur vehicle from the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay. Prior 
to separation, the Centaur is rotated out of the cargo bay (fig. 8) by a 
deployment mechanism attached to the Centaur Integrated Support Structure 
(CISS). Separation of the two vehicles is accomplished by release of several 
CISS mounted springs which are positioned c1rcumferentia11y around the aft 
Centaur structure. These springs impart a separation force to the Centaur 
vehicle along its central axis yielding a differential velocity between the 
Orbiter and the Centaur of approximately 0.3 m/sec (1 ft/sec). However, due 
to pre-deployment Shuttle maneuvers and atmospheric drag, the propellant in the 
Centaur vehicle is not likely to be positioned symmetrically with respect to 
the vehicle axis. Consequently, the resulting spring force at separation will 
probably not act through the center of gravity of the Centaur and pure trans-
lational motion, parallel to the applied force vector, may not occur. A safety 
concern thus arises over whether this Centaur rotation is severe enough to 
cause impact between the Centaur and the CISS or Shuttle Orbiter. 
A NASA committee, composed of low-g fluid management experts, was formed 
to assess the importance of the Centaur separation dynamics concern and, if 
necessary, recommend solutions to the problem. The committee accepted the 
conclusions of the Centaur prime contractor, General Dymnamics Space Systems 
Division, that: (1) axisymmetric positioning of the liquid propellant prior 
to separation will be highly unlikely, (2) due to the relative densities of 
liquid hydrogen and oxygen, the influence of the hydrogen propellant motion on 
the resulting Centaur vehicle motion will be minimal, and (3) the separation 
dynamics problem is likely to be more serious for missions which require s1g-
" n1f1cantly less than full propellant tanks. 
An experimental program, utilizing the Lewis Zero-Gravity Facility, and 
numerical modeling techniques were employed by the NASA committee to aid in 
their evaluation. The following sections of this paper will expand on this 
experimental and analytical effort as an example of how the Lewis fluid 
management program can be adapted to support the development of systems 
designed for in-space operation. 
The in-house experimental program established: (1) possible zero-g 
location of the oxygen tank vapor bubble prior to Centaur separation and (2) 
vapor bubble motion resulting from an impulse similar, but not scaled, to the 
separation maneuver. Numerical modeling techniques were first verified by 
simulating the fluid motion observed in the experimental tests conducted in 
the Zero-G Facility. Then the computer code was used to predict the liquid 
oxygen motion and resulting pressure field in the Centaur vehicle tank. These 
computer-generated predictions of the liquid oxygen tank pressure field were 
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then employed in a vehicle dynamics analysis to establish Centaur vehicle 
motion. 
For the first two Centaur in Shuttle missions, the 1986 launches of the 
Gal1leo and Ulysses spacecraft, the vehicle propellant tanks will be approxi-
mated 90 and 95 percent full, respectively. Based on the experimental and 
analytical work performed, it has been concluded that no undesirable vehicle 
motion will result from the separation maneuver. Some future Centaur missions 
will, however, require significantly less than full propellant tanks (65 to 80 
percent liquid fillings). Under .these initial conditions axisymmetric posi-
tioning of the liquid propellant prior to separation will still be highly 
unlikely. The liquid oxygen center of gravity may be significantly offset from 
the thrust axis so that the resulting motion between the two vehicles could be 
excessive. Consequently, these missions are currently being examined by 
employing the same analytical techniques to quantify the effect of the Centaur 
deployment on the resulting vehicle motion. It is anticipated that, for 
missions which will have large oxygen tank vapor bubbles, specification of the 
Shuttle/Centaur or1entaiion relative.tothe orbital plane and/or the use of the 
Shuttle Reaction Control Sy.stem may be requi red prior to the Centaur separation 
to provide positioning of the vapor bubble so that the resulting liquid. motion 
is minimized. 
Experimental Program 
The major goal of the experimental program was to verify the capability 
of a numerical analysis to predict the behavior of a liquid subjected to an 
impulsive acceleration. Because this computer code would be extremely helpful 
in ana·lyzing Centaur liquid oxygen motion during the separation of the Centaur 
from the Shuttle, verification of the code was required as quickly as possible. 
Thus, the experimental program us~d existing hardware in order that the drop 
apparatus could become operational within a limited time. 
The Lewis Zero Gravity Facility was used to obtain the experimental data 
for this investigation. In addition to the drop area, which was discussed 
previously, this facility has a control room, a clean room and a shop area. 
Assembly, servicing, and balancing of the experiment vehicle were accomplished 
in the shop area. . 
Apparatus. - The experiment vehicle consisted of a cylindrical section 
which housed the experimental apparatus and the electrical systems. The 
experiment was mounted on a test tray as shown in figure. 9. Loc~ted below the 
test tray were 28 V battery packs which supplied and regulated direct current 
to the experiment. 
The hardware mounted on the test tray included a high speed motion picture 
camera, digital clock, l1ght1ng system and test container. The test container 
was mounted on a cradle which was fastened to a linear bearing slide assembly. 
During the drop, a lateral acceleration was applied to the test container by 
an air cylinder system. The air cylinder consisted of a piston head (inside 
the cylinder walls), and a piston shaft, which extended beyond the end of the 
cylinder. The shaft of the piston was designed to push against the test con-
tainer frame, which was held in place with a retaining pin. A known pressure 
of gas had previously been loaded into the air cylinder. During the drop, the 
retaining pin was retracted by a solenoid. This allowed the air cylinder to 
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impart an acceleration to the test container. The time the force was applied 
to the container was controlled by adjusting the length of the piston stroke. 
Once the piston reached the end of its stroke, and no longer was in contact 
with the container, the container slid on the linear bearing at a constant 
velocHy. Figure 10 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus just 
described. 
Jerking of the container was avoided by having the retracting pin rotate 
away from the base of the container, instead of pulling it away perpendicular 
to the container base. Also, the force applied to the container was assumed 
constant, since the change in volume of the air cylinder (7.3 cm3) as the 
piston completed its stroke was much smaller than the volume of the bottle 
supplying the air pressure (3000 cm3). Th1~ meant th~t a nearly const~nt 
pressure, and consequently a constant force, was maintained on the piston head 
throughout the experiment.' , 
The length of the linear bearing, and therefore, the distance the 
container could travel after being ac~e1erated, was dictated by the experi-
mental package dimensions ~nd the need to view the entire carriage displace-
ment. Although it would have been desirable, the slide assembly did not have 
sufficient space to mount the camera. Consequently, through the use of a wide 
angle lens, H was possible to view approximately 27 centimeters of container 
motion with the rigidly attached camera. The displacement of the tank was 
measured by tracking the motion of pointers attached to the test container, 
against a scale accurate to 1 mm. The scale was mounted above the container 
in the same plane as the container's centerline, and in the field of view of 
the camera. 
Test container and liquids. - The test container was an oblate spheroid 
formed from clear acrylic plastic, with a sem1major and sem1m1nor axis of 2.00 
and 1.47 cm, respectively (fig. 11). The eccentricity of the tank is 0.68, 
where eccentr1cHy is defined as e =..J1 - (z2/x2) (here, x is the sem1-
major ax1s,and z is the sem1m1nor axis). This tank geometry was chosen for 
the test program because of its similarity with the liquid oxygen tank used on 
the Centaur vehicle. 
The liquids which were used in the zero gravity tests were ethanol and 
FC-43. Both liquids exhibited a zero-degree contract angle on the spheroidal 
tank walls. The zero-degree contact angle characteristic is identical with 
that of liquid oxygen on the Centaur oxidizer tank surface. Other properties 
of these liquids. such as surface tension, density and viscosity are presented 
in table I. ' 
Test set-up and procedure. - Before each series of tests, the experimental 
container was cleaned ultrasonically so that contamination of the spheroid 
surface was avoided. Immediately prior to each test. the ellipsoidal tank was 
rinsed with a solution of distilled water. dried in a warm air dryer and then 
rinsed with the test liquid. After rinsing. the test container was filled to 
the required volume with a syringe. Once the container was filled to the 
proper level. it was hermetically sealed and mounted on the test vehicle. 
The entire test vehicle was then balanced. During this balancing proce-
. dure the cradle on which the test container was mounted was leveled in order 
to ensure that the ellipsoidal tank was oriented prop~r1y prior to and during 
the drop. Once the test container was mounted and the package was balanced. 
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the vehicle was suspended at the top of the tower and released as described 
previously. 
Data analysis. - The data obtained in this investigation were collected 
during the free-fall period by a high speed motion picture camera. Information 
on the zero-gravity liquid-vapor interface configuration was taken from the 
film by use of a film analyzer. from the analyzer the observed interface shape 
could be directly plotted at various times throughout the drop. In the test 
films, the general outline of the interface was defined by a dark band as shown 
in figure 12. Specifically, the points used for plotting the interface shape 
followed the outer perimeter of this dark band. Because of symmetry of the 
interface about the ellipsoid centerline prior to, and during the drop, this 
outer perimeter corresponds to the part of the interface located in the plane 
defined by the ellipsoid centerline and the tank minor axis. 
This observed interface, however, became distorted due to refraction 
effects and, at times, due to the angle at which the camera viewed the test 
container. The constantly present refraction of the observed interface was 
caused by the walls of the ellipsoidal tank and a layer of test liquid. 
Another form of distortion was created when the container was laterally 
accelerated during a drop. When this occurred, the tank started at one end of 
the linear bearing track and traveled to the other end. The camera did not 
move with the tank (due to hardware limitations discussed previously), but 
instead was mounted approximately halfway along the distance the test container 
traveled. This caused a parallax effect when the tank was not at the center 
of the track. It was possible to correct for the refraction error alone by 
using a calibration grid from which actual interface coordinates could be, 
determined (see ref. 62 for a detailed explanation). Correcting for parallax 
effects, in combination with refraction, however, was not possible. Therefore, 
when the test container was near the ends of the track, an approximate, or 
qualitative, interface location and configuration was determined by studying 
the test film and using the calibration grid. When the ellipsoidal tank was 
near the middle of the track and was positioned along the optical axis of the 
camera lens, the calibration grid tould be employed to obtain an actual 
interface configuration. 
In addition to the liquid-vapor interface plots, the lateral acceleration 
characteristics of the ellipsoidal tank were also obtained from the test film . 
. This was accomplished by recording lateral displacement versus time data from 
the film. Two pointers were attached to the container and used for reading 
displacement measurements. One pointer was aligned with the camera centerline 
when the container was at the far end of the track prior to the application of 
'the impulsive acceleration. The other pointer became centered in the field of 
view of the camera as the container traveled across the linear bearing track. 
This allowed for accurate displacement readings regardless of the location of 
the test container. 
Accurate knowledge of the time the test container first started to 
accelerate was critical in determining the correlation of the initial 
displacement characteristics with time. In this investigation, the starting 
time was indicated by illumination of a light emitting diode. This light 
emitting diode was activated when the retaining pin was rotated away from the 
~ontainer base, allowing the air piston to accelerate the ellipsoidal tank. 
Since the stroke of the piston was usually adjusted to only 1.27 cm, the time 
of the lateral acceleration which the container experienced was 0.1 to 
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0.2 sec. Th1s acce1erat10n was determ1ned by p10tt1ng d1sp1acement t1me p01nts 
on log-log graph paper. A curve was f1tted to these p01nts by us1ng a slope 
of 2; the acce1erat10n was then obta1ned from theappropr1ate 1ntercept of the 
curve. F1gure 13 shows a typ1ca1 plot and 111ustrates the 1ntercept concept 
for determ1n1ng the acce1erat10n. 
After the p1ston reached the end of 1ts stroke, the acce1erat10n value 
went to zero and the ve10c1ty of the test conta1ner became constant. Th1s 
ve10c1ty was determ1ned by p10tt1ng d1sp1acement versus t1me, and tak1ng the 
slop~ of the plot. Such a plot 1s shown 1n f1gure 14. As can be seen, once 
the force 1s no longer app11ed, the d1splacement versus t1me plot becomes 
linear. Although some deceleration occurred as the conta1ner s11d on the 
bear1ng (due to fr1ct10n), 1t was not s1gn1f1cant and was calculated to.beno 
more than two-thousandths of a g. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The d1mens10nless parameter that 1s useful 1n determ1n1ng the 10w-grav1ty 
11qu1d-vapor 1nterface conf1gurat10n 1s the Bond number. The Bond number 1s 
the rat10 of acce1erat10n forces to capillary forces act1ng 1n a system. For 
the e1l1ps01da1 conta1ner used 1n th1s investigation, the Bond number was 
defined as: 
Bo = a x2/6 
where x 1s the tank semimajor ax1s, a 1s the equ1va1ent grav1tat10na1 
acce1erat10n and 6 1s the spec1f1c surface tens10n (surface tens10n/dens1ty) 
of the 11qu1d. From th1s equat10n, 1t can be seen that acceleration, f1u1d 
properties and tank geometry are all necessary to character1ze a low gravity 
11quid-vapor system. 
In order to understand the problems assoc1ated w1th the dynam1cs of low-
gravity 11qu1d-vapor systems in oblate spher01dal tanks, 1t 1s essent1a1 that 
a complete descr1pt10n of the 1n1tial 11qu1d-vapor interface - prior to any 
disturbance - be known. Although this equ1librium interface has been stud1ed 
previously (refs. 62 to 64), only 1nterface conf1gurat10ns symmetr1c about the 
e111ps01d m1nor ax1s were cons1dered. Init1al drops 1n th1s 1nvest1gat10n were 
performed w1th the object1ve of determ1n1ng 1f equ1l1br1um 1nterface conf1gura-
t10ns could ex1st at other 10cat10ns 1n an oblate spher01d. Thus, 1n the f1rst 
phase of th1s study, the test conta1ner was not g1ven an accelerat10n, but 
1nstead was clamped to the linear bear1ng in a fixed posit1on such that the 
tank a11gned with the opt1cal ax1s of the camera. ·S1nce the test container 
exper1enced no effect1ve acce1erat10n during a drop, the system Bond number was 
zero. Th1s zero Bond number, coupled w1th so11d 11qu1d-vapor comb1nat10ns 
wh1ch produced zero-degree stat1c contact angles, resulted in a spher1cal 
zero-g 11qu1d-vapor 1nterface shape 1ns1de the el11ps01d. By vary1ng test 
condit10ns 1t was poss1b1e to exam1ne whether th1s equ111br1um low grav1ty 
vapor bubble could ex1st at more than one 10cat10n 1n an oblate spheroid. A 
detailed explanat10n of the exper1menta1 work concern1ng the equi11br1um 
1nterface conf1gurat10n, and 1ts poss1ble 10cat10ns in the e111ps01da1 tank, 
can be found in reference 65. 
The results descr1bed 1n reference 65 1nd1cated that, depend1ng on the 
s1ze of the vapor bubble, the 11qu1d-vapor interface could exist at several 
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locations in the tank. This was true as long as the interface was able to meet 
the minimum energy requirement by forming a sphere within the walls of the 
ellipsoidal container. liquid fill levels of 80 percent or more resulted in 
vapor bubbles with small diameters (2.12 cm) that could be accommodated any-
where within the container boundaries. This included the area of the test 
container where the radius of curvature of the wall is smallest (fig. 15). As 
the interface radius of curvature increased with decreasirig fill level, the 
vapor bubble exhibited a tendency to exist towards the area of the ellipsoidal 
tank where the radius of curvature of the wall is greatest, since this was the 
only area of the tank where the spherical interface could fit within the con-
tainer boundaries. ' For fill levels between 80 and 70 percent, the resulting 
vapor bubble was still small enough so that only a slight tendency existed for 
the vapor bubbled to be located away from the area of the tank where the wall 
curvature is greatest. Consequently, the liquid-vapor interface could essen-
tially exist at; any location in the container. As the fill level approached 
60 percent, the tendency of the interface to only exist near the center of the 
tank became more evident (fig. 16). Finally, when the fill level was decreased 
to 50 percent or less the interface could not form a single sphere within, or 
tangent to, the walls of the ellipsoidal tank. Instead the interface satisfied 
the minimum energy condition for a stable low gravity interface with a shape 
which is a segment ofa sphere.' This, consequently, results in an annular 
interface with the liquid positioned against the tank walls (fig. 17). At 
these lower fill levels, this appears to be the only zero g interface con-
figuration and position possible. Figure 18 shows a qualitative plot of 
interface locations versus liquid fill level for the ellipsoidal tank tested. 
After acquiring a better understanding of the equilibrium interface con-
figuration, the experimental investigation continued by applying a lateral 
acceleration to the ellipsoidal tank. The objective of this part of the 
investigation was to obtain quantitative and qualitative information on the 
interface motion during and after the impulse. 
As described earlier, an air piston was used to apply the acceleration. 
From the first phase of this experiment, the amount of time needed to form a 
equilibrium zero gravity interface for different liquids, fill levels and 
initial liquid orientations was known. For drops when the test container was 
laterally accelerated, liquids and fill levels were chosen such that the time 
to form a nearly queiscent interface was as short as possible - usually about 
2 sec. The application of the lateral acceleration was preceeded during the 
drop by a time delay to allow the liquid-vapor interface to form its zero Bond 
number configuration. This formation period was sufficiently short to allow 
adequate time to view the lateral acceleration and resulting motion of the test 
container. . 
Figures 19 and 20 show a sequence of pictures from one of the zero gravity 
tests (number 5, table II) in which the ellipsoidal tank was accelerated. In 
figure 19, the first portion of the drop can be seen. This part of the drop 
involves the formation of a stable liquid vapor interface. The initial con-
dition of the experimental system is such that the liquid is bottomed in the 
tank and symmetric about the container major axis (fig. 19(a». Upon entry 
into the low gravity environment, the liquid-vapor interface underwent an 
oscillatory motion, but r.emained symmetric about the ellipsoid major axis 
(fig. 19(b». This transient motion displaced the bubble along the major axis 
(fig. 19(c» to the other side of the tank, where the liquid motion dampened 
and the vapor bubble became stable (fig. 19(d». The process just described 
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took approximately 2 sec, and was well understood from the first phase of the 
experimental work. 
Once the interface became nearly quiescent, the lateral acceleration was 
applied to the test container. Just after the acceleration was applied, the 
vapor bubble started to move from the center of the tank towards the left wall 
(fig. 20(a» since the acceleration was applied to the right side of the tank 
(as viewed from the camera). After the acceleration had been applied for 
approximately 0.1 sec, a geyser appeared to form and the vapor bubble became 
highly deformed (fig. 20(b». When the piston reached the end of its stroke 
and the applied acceleration was no longer present, the geyser collapsed -
leaving an interface which appeared to have no distinct shape (fig. 20(c». 
However, in a very short time (approximately 0.4 sec) after the acceleration 
became zero, the interface again appeared to be dominated by capillary forces 
and started to take on a spherical shape (fig. 20(d». As the ellipsoidal tank 
continued to move across the track, the interface traveled from the left side 
to the right side of the container (fig. 20(e». Towards the end of the drop 
period the liquid motion dampened, and the liquid-vapor interface appeared to 
be forming its equilibrium zero-g configuration (fig. 20(f». 
In figure 21, plots of the liquid-vapor interface corresponding to some 
of the pictures just described are shown. figure 2l(a) illustrates the initial 
condition of the low gravity interface prior to any impulse. This plot was 
derived from the first phase of the experimental program. Figures 2l(b) and 
(d) correspond to times when the interface is distorted due to refraction and 
parallax, and therefore, are qualitative interpretations of the observed inter-
face (determined as described in the Data Analysis section of this report). A 
more accurate interface shape was plotted when the container was near the 
middle of the track (fig. 2l(c». It should be noted that this plot is not 
complete, however, because of refraction which was particularly high near the 
edge of the ellipsoidal tank. 
Four other lateral acceleration runs were performed and each run had 
similar results. In every run but one, a geyser formed, and in all tests, the 
vapor bubble remained intact and was becoming stable near the end of the drop 
period. Table II summarizes the test conditions and the results from all the 
tests made for this phase of the experimental program. 
This part of the program was performed to provide data for the verifica-
tion of a computer code and did not actually scale Centaur flight conditions. 
Time constraints permitted only a limited number of tests to be made. Con-
sequently, no attempt was made to develop a correlation of the lateral Bond 
number (or other parameter describing the influence of the lateral accelera-
tion) with the observed behavior of the liquid and vapor within the model tank. 
Numerical Modeling 
A commercially available three-dimensional fluid dynamics computer code, 
HYDR-3D, was employed to analyze the Centaur liquid oxygen motion resulting 
from the deployment of the vehicle from the Shuttle cargo bay. Three-
dimensional computational. capabllity is essential since the liquid and vapor 
~ot1on are not axisymmetric. 
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The HYDR-3D computer code is an exclusive product of Flow Science, Inc. 
of Los Alamos, New Mexico. The code solves the three-dimensional, time depend-
ent equations for incompressible fluid flows with free surfaces. HYDR-3D 
incorporates user definable geometry and translational acceleration features 
making this code uniquely qualified for the analysis of the fluid dynamics 
associated with the separation of the Centaur from the Shuttle. 
Three of the Zero-Gravity Facility tests, numbers 3, 4, and 5 (table II), 
were numerically modeled. Inputs to the HYDR-3D computer code included fluid 
properties (table I), tank geometry, vapor bubble size and location prior to 
initiation of the tank motion, and the duration and magnitude of the applied 
acceleration (table II). The results of the numerical modeling activity for 
experimental test number five are shown in figure 22. The two-dimensional 
views of the vapor bubble and the liquid velocity vectors shown are a graphical 
output feature of the HYDR-3D computer code. The sequence in time of the first 
four cross-sectional views of the vapor bubble shown in figure 22 were selected 
to correspond approximately in time with the photographic experimental data 
presented in figures 19(d) and 20(a) to (c). The numerical modeling was 
terminated at approximately 0.3 sec (fig. 22(f» when significant vapor bubble 
motion was no longer observed. 
Comparison of the experimental data generated in the Lewis Zero-Gravity 
Facility with the HYDR-3D numerical modeling output leads to the conclusion 
that the computer code was generating valid results and could be used to pre-
dict liquid oxygen motion in the Centaur vehicle. Excellent agreement exists 
between the experimental and numerical results during the application of the 
accelerating force when the majority of the fluid motion takes place and {he 
highest fluid velocities were calculated. However, after approximately 0.3 
sec, the computer code defines a liquid-vapor interface which reattaches to the 
tank wall (fig. 22(f». This phenomena was not observed experimentally and is 
thought to be a result of the nonprecise treatment of surface tension forces 
by the HYDR-3D computer code. The NASA-SOLA family of computer codes provide 
much better treatment of surface tension dominated fluid dynamic phenomena, but 
only two-dimensional numerical modeling capability currently exists. The 
liquid motion has significantly subsided, as observed experimentally and 
determined numerically, prior to the time when the vapor bubble reattachment 
is observed in the computer generated results. Since the liquid momentum is 
proportional to the square of the liquid velocity, this numerical discrepancy 
should not adversely affect the ultimate objective, the prediction of the 
Centaur vehicle motion in response to the liquid oxygen motion for the Ulysses 
and Gal1leo missions. 
Currently the HYDR-3D computer code is continuing to be used to predict 
the liquid oxygen motion in the Centaur vehicle during the deployment maneuver. 
Similar to the modeling of the experimental data from the Zero-G Facility, 
inputs to the code include liquid oxygen properties, the initial vapor bubble 
geometry and location. and the acceleration applied during the separation of 
the Centaur from the Shuttle. Numerical modeling of the liquid oxygen motion 
has been completed for the assumed worst case initial conditions consisting of 
zero-gravity with the vapor bubble located on the side of the propellant tank. 
Subsequent analysis of the vehicle motion has indicated that adequate clearance 
between the Centaur and its CISS or the Shuttle Orbiter exists. 
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For the Gal1leo and Ulysses spacecraft missions the Centaur deployment 
will occur at an altitude of approximately 204 km (110 nm1). At this altitude 
atmospheric drag is sufficient to positively position the oxygen tank vapor 
bubble so that the attitude of the combined Shuttle/Centaur relative to their 
velocity vector becomes important. Consequently, the further use of the 
HYDR-3D code will include running cases with input which defines the initial 
vapor bubble conditions for this low-g environment. The vapor bubble location 
and geometry will be established by an ana1ys1s wh1ch includes Shuttle/Centaur 
alt1tude and, attitude in the determination of the acceleration environment 
pr10r to the Centaur separat10n. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Lewis, during the past two decades, has been a leading developer of low-
grav1ty fluid management technology. This technology base, pr1mar1ly assoc1-
ated w1th l1qu1d storage and supply, has prov1ded d1rect10n for the design of 
flu1d systems wh1ch must operate 1n space. However, the cont1nu1ng need for 
advanced on-orb1t flu1d m~nagement technology to support future NASA and DOD 
m1ss10ns has been established, with the current emphasis on the orbital. 
transfer of liquids. 
Recent analyt1ca1 and experimental efforts have addressed the potent1al 
fluid dynamic problem assoc1ated with the separat10n of the Centaur veh1cle 
from the Shuttle Orbiter. These act1v1t1es serve to 1l1ustrate Lew1s' capab11-
1ty to prov1de t1mely fluid management technology information to developers of 
advanced space systems. The current Lewis low gravity fluid management.pro-
gram includes the further development of numerical modeling capability, ana-
lytical and experimental stud1es of advanced heat exchanger/radiator concepts 
and the development of the CFMF for the study of on-orbit cryogen1c l1qu1d 
transfer. 
In terms of resources comm1tted, the Lew1s CFMF development act1v1ty is 
clearly the current focal point for the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space 
Technology's 10w-grav1ty flu1d management program. The f1u1d dynamic and 
thermodynamic processes associated with the in-space trans~er of cryogenic 
l1qu1ds are expected to be highly complex and grav1tat10nally dependent. Con-
sequently, 1t 1s essent1al that exper1mentally ver1f1ed analytical tools and 
design cr1ter1a be made available before 1nit1ating development of advanced 
space systems requir1ng resupply of cryogenic 11qu1ds 1n space. Th1s goal 1s 
be1ng pursued, as part of the NASA Lew1s 10w-grav1ty fluid management tech-
nology program, through the development of both analyt1cal models, wh1ch w1ll 
descr1be flu1d transfer system performance, and the CFMF exper1mental hardware 
which w1ll be used to obtain the data necessary to ver1fy or mod1fy, as 
requ1red, the analyt1cal models. The miss10n plann1ng and pre11minary hard-
ware des1gn for three CFMF m1ss1ons has been completed. The phase 1 safety 
analys1s and stud1es to def1ne Shuttle 1ntegrat1on hardware for the f1rst CFMF 
m1ss10n are near1ng complet10n. 
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TABLl I. - PROPERTIES OF TEST LIQUIDS 
Liquid Surface Density, Dynamic Contact angle with 
tension, g/cm3 viscosity, acrylic plastic, 
dyn/cm cP . deg 
Ethanol 22.3 0.19 1.20 0 
(at 20 °C) 
FC-43 16.8 1.90 6.41 0 
(at 20.5 °C) 
I 
.' . 
TABLE II. - SUMMARY OF LOW-GRAVITY DATA 
Run Test Pereent Measured aeee~eration, .Measured. time Measured average Time tank Geyser Ullage 
fluid u 11 age em/ see . aee. applied, veloeity after . moved, . . forms remains 
see aee. + 0, see intaet 
em/see 
1 Ethanol 10 217 em/s2 = 0.22 g 0.108 22.86 1.31 Yes Yes 
(Bond number = 30) 
2 Ethano 1 10 99 em/s2 = 0.10 9 0.160 16.46 1.80 No Yes 
(Bond number = 14) 
3 Ethanol 25 213 em/s2 = 0.22 g 0.109 22.86 1.27 Yes Yes 
(Bond number = 30) 
4 FC-43 10 142 em/s2 = 0.14 9 0.132 17.50 1.66 Yes Yes 
(Bond number = 64) 
5 Ethanol 10 248 em/s2 = 0.25 9 0.101 26.56 1.14 Yes Yes 
(Bond number = 35) 
TYPICAL FLOOR 
Figure 1. 100 ft drop towe( 
(a) Typica I experi ment package. 
Figure 2. 2.2 second Drop Tower experiment vehicle used for low 
gravity tests. 
(b) Drag shield assembly. 
Figure 2. Concluded. 
Figure 3. Zero gravity facility. 
Figure 4. - Typical zero gravity facility experimental package. 
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Figure 5. Model 25 Learjet airborne reduced gravity laboratory. 
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Figure 6. - Cryogenic fluid management facility. 
RADIATIVE "FINS" AND "HEAT PIPES" OF CONVENTIONAL RADIATORS 
REPLACED BY MULTIPLE STREAMS OF UNIFORM LIQUID DROPLETS 
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Figure 7. - Liquid droplet radiator concept. 
Figure 8. Centaur in shuttle prior to separation. 
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Figure 11. .- Centaur model tank ellipsoidal configuration. 
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Figure 13. Representative lateral acceleration characteristics 
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Figure 14. - Representative lateral velocity 
characteristic. 
Figure 15. - Equilibrium liquid vapor interface configuration in spheroidal tank. Bond number, 0; 80% filling. 
Figure 16. - Equilibrium liquid vapor interface configuration in 
spheroidal tank. Bond number, 0; 60% fillingo 
Figure 17. - Equilibrium liquid vapor interface configuration in 
spheroidal tank. Bond number, 0; 37.5% filling. 
ASYMPTOTICAllY II 
APPROACHES ~ INFINITE // 
80% LIQUID V 0 TlONS 
I--_FILL_LlNE_'!8. 
LIQUID FILLING, percent 
Figure 18. Qualitative summary of interface 
locations as function of fill level. Tank 
eccentricity, 0.68; tank semimajor axis, 
2 cm. 
(a) I ntia I liquid -vapor interface configuration; ti me, ° second. 
(b) Transient interface shape; time,O.09 second into 
Figure 19. - Transient motion of interface upon entering low gravity. 90% 
(c) Displacement of interface along tank major ti me, O. 39 second into drop. 
(d) Equilibri u m zero gravity interface configuration; ti me, 2.50 seconds into drop. 
Figure 19. - Concluded. 
(a) I nitial motion of interface just after acceleration is appliEld; time, 0.06 second after impulse is initiated. 
(b) Geyser formation during impulse; time, 0.10 second after impulsE! is initiated. 
Figure 20. - liquid-vapor interface configuration during and after impulse is applied. 90% filling; 0.25 g impulse. 
(c) Maximum interface distortion; time, 0.18 second after impulse is initiated. 
(d) Transient interface after acceleration time, 0,40 second after inpulse is initiated. 
20. Continued. 
(e) Movement of interface tank minor axis during constant velocity period of container motion; time, 0.62 
second after j is initiated. 
(f) Interface again dominated by capillary forces; time, 1.02 seconds after inpulse is initiated. 




VAPOR...J \ INTERFACE 1- r 0.85 cm 
(a) Equilibrium zero-g 
con figu ration, 
ACTUAL 
INTERFACE 
(c) Quantitative view of liquid-
vapor interface; time, 0,6 
second after impulse is 
initiated. 
(bJ Qualitative view of liquid-
vapor interface; time, 0.1 
second after impulse is 
initiated, 
(d) Qualitative view of liquid-
vapor interface; time, 1.1 
seconds after impulse is 
initiated. 
Figure 21. - Plols of liquid-vapor interface configuration prior to, 
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(b) Interface configuration and liquid velocity vectors, 06 sec 
after impulse initiation (max. velocity::: 22 cm (sed. 
Figure 22. - Numerical modeling of liquid and vapor motion in 
response to impulsive acceleration (90 percent liquid filling; 
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(f) Interface configuration and liquid velocity vectors. 29 sec after 
impulse initiation (max velocity:::: 9 cm Isecl. 
Figu re 22. - Concl uded. 
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